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Fig. 1. Channel model: alternating renewal process with ON and OFF states.

C. SU’s Sensing and Access Model

Generally the frequency of different channels’ states change
is different, thus, how often each channel should be probed
will be distinct. For example, if the channel’s ON/OFF states
switch slowly, the last sensing result will still be trustworthy
for a long time, thus, sensing period could be large, or else
sensing period should be small. On the other hand, if SU
senses all channels simultaneously, it takes more energy and
time to probe channels, process received signals and judge
channels’ states. Therefore, in each slot, SU has no need to
probe all of these N channels, instead, it could only sense
part of the channels, by which SU will consume less energy
and time. It is noteworthy that the state of the system at any
time will be only partially observed, therefore, the interference
between PU and SU is unavoidable. For example, in Fig. 2,
SU collides with PU2 in slot 4.

Particularly, we assume that SU senses only one channel
in each slot (the proposed sensing strategy can be easily be
generalized to the case when SU probes n(≤ N) channels each
time). To perceive all channels’ states well, at the beginning of
each slot, SU should decide which channel should be sensed
first. And then, in order to increase its spectrum utilization
and meanwhile limit its interference to each primary users, SU
should decide if and in which channels to transmit according
to the current and historic sensing results.

Besides, for ease of analysis, we assume perfect sensing and
the sensing time is short enough to be ignored. However, we
provide the simulation results when the sensing time cannot
be ignored.

D. Problem Formulation

We focus on the problem of maximizing SU’s total channel
utilization while limiting its interference perceived by PUs.
Particularly, the interference between PU and SU is modeled
by the average temporal overlap, namely, interference time
divided by total time, which is also adopted in some related
publications [7], [10]. Mathematically, the interference Ii

between SU and primary user i is1

Ii = lim
t→∞

∫ t

0
1 {Ai(τ) ∩Bi(τ)} dτ

t
(2)

where 1{·} is the indicator function of the event enclosed in
the brackets; Ai(τ) and Bi(τ) denote the event that PUi and
SU access channel i at time τ , respectively.

Similarly, channel utilization is defined by SU’s temporal
utilization ratio, namely, transmission time divided by total

1If we focus on the proportion of interference time in PU’s busy time, the
interference model can be easily modified only by divided by the probability
of PU being “ON” (i.e.,

µi,OFF
µi,ON+µi,OFF

).
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Fig. 2. Illustration of sensing and transmission structure under periodic
sensing strategy for an N = 4 channel system.

time. Mathematically, SU’s channel utilization Ui on channel
i is

Ui = lim
t→∞

∫ t

0
1 {Bi(τ)} dτ

t
. (3)

Therefore, this leads to the problem P:

max
∑N

i=1 Ui (4)
s.t. Ii ≤ Ci, i = 1, · · · , N (5)

where Ci ∈ [0, 1] is the maximum interference level tolerable
by primary user i. Generally, Ci is very small, e.g., Ci = 1%.

It is obvious that SU’s sensing and access strategy will
jointly affect its interference to PUs and the channel utilization.
For example, assume that under some sensing strategy, if one
channel whose state changes quickly hasn’t been sensed for
a long time, then SU will not forecast this channel’s state
accurately. If SU accesses this channel, the probability of
collision (interference) will increase; otherwise, SU’s channel
utilization will decrease. Therefore, the rapidly the channel’s
ON/OFF state varies, the frequently the channel should be
sensed.

It is remarkable that sensing strategy for the SU who can
access only one channel at a time is different from the one who
can access multiple channels simultaneously. This is because
if SU can access only one channel at a time, then it will
tend to sense the channel whose idle probability is high, for
the purpose of channel utilization, or the channel whose idle
duration is large, for the purpose of less spectrum mobility.

Furthermore, the magnitude of sensing period Ts will also
affect this problem. Obviously, Ts couldn’t be very large
especially for these channels whose state change quickly, and
excessive tiny sensing period is also not necessary, which will
make SU consume more energy and time to sense the channels.
Thus, suitable sensing period should be chosen.

Therefore, to maximize SU’s channel utilization while lim-
iting its interference to PUs, we will study the sensing and
access strategy for one SU overlaying multi-channel primary
networks. At the same time, the effect of sensing period Ts

will also be taken into account.

III. PERIODIC SENSING AND SELECTIVE ACCESS
STRATEGY

In this section, we will first focus on the optimal access
strategy while SU senses these channels periodically. The
periodic sensing strategy facilitates the theoretical analysis.
And we will discover the disadvantage of periodic sensing
strategy, which will help us to propose the better selective
sensing strategy in the next section.


